Developing DLCL Graduate Students as Foreign Language and Literature Teachers
Year 1 of Graduate Study

- Fall Quarter Start
- Personal OPI Assessment
- Assigned a mentor (Language Coordinator)
- Begin observing language classes
- MOPI for May scheduled and advertised
- Lunch with Director of the Language Center
- Continue observations of language classes
- Given DLCL 301 syllabus (required course)
- Enroll in DLCL 301
- Continue observations of language classes
- Complete at least 2 hours of practice teaching
- Complete MOPI Workshop
- Technology Workshop
- Informed whether released for teaching
- Decision regarding limited OPI Tester certification
- Work on OPI Tester certification (if applicable)

- Winter Quarter Start
- Spring Quarter Start
- Summer Quarter Start
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Year 2 of Graduate Study

- **Fall Quarter Start**
  - Begin Y1 teaching
  - Program meetings & materials & assessment development
  - Observed at least twice with observer follow up
  - Continue limited OPI tester certification process (if applicable)
  - Optional workshops

- **Winter Quarter Start**
  - Continue Y1 teaching
  - Program meetings including materials & assessment development
  - Observed at least twice with observer follow up
  - Optional workshops
  - Complete OPI Tester Certification (if applicable)
  - Apply for Certificate Program (if applicable)

- **Spring Quarter Start**
  - Finish Y1 teaching
  - Program meetings including materials & assessment development
  - Observed once or twice with observer follow up
  - Invited to repeat MOPI (if applicable)
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Year 3 of Graduate Study

Y2 Teaching (1 quarter)*
- Program meetings & materials & assessment development
  - Observed at least twice with observer follow up
- May enroll in DLCL 302
- Observations of Literature Classes
- Writing Proficiency Workshop
- Optional Workshops

Y2 teaching (1 quarter)*
- Program meetings including materials & assessment development
  - Observed at least twice with observer follow up
- Optional workshop

*Graduate students teach one second-year class which may meet any of the three academic quarters.
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Year 4 of Graduate Study

- Fall Quarter Start
  - May enroll in DLCL 302
  - Writing Proficiency Workshop
  - Observations of Literature Classes
  - Syllabus Project
  - Optional workshop
  - Prepare application for Certificate in Language Program Development (optional)

- Winter Quarter Start

- Spring Quarter Start
  - Enroll in DLCL 303, Internship (if applicable)
  - Complete Certificate Program (if applicable)